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          WHERE BOOKS ARE THE HEROES                For orders over $70 postage is FREEFollow us on social media!  
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Blind Date with a book!
Just like a real date

Books hand picked and reimagined with love 
by Robinsons to surprise and delight a loved 

one at Christmas.  
Purchase one in December and you may 

find a Golden Ticket prize!

December competitions  
shop at robinsons this december  

for your chance to win...
st. kilda Guernsey signed by nick riewoldt

boxing Gloves signed by Jeff Horn
agatha christie inspired prize pack

insta-Poet bookstack
6-pack of summer reads 

a ‘blind date’ Golden Ticket prize

December 2017 bOUNCING BOUNCING LITTLE JOEYS: A bush christmas
Lesley Gibbes & Doris Chang



THE BAREFOOT 
INVESTOR
Scott Pape
PB        $29.99
This book will show you how to create 
an entire financial plan that is so 
simple you can sketch it on the back 
of a serviette … and you’ll be able to 

manage your money in 10 minutes a week.

SUBTLE ART OF NOT 
GIVING A F*CK
Mark Manson
PB        $29.99
backed by both academic research 
and well-timed poop jokes, manson 
makes the argument that improving 
our lives hinges not on our ability to 

turn lemons into lemonade, but on learning to stomach 
lemons better. it’s time to recalibrate what it means to be 
happy: there are only so many things we can give a f**k 
about, so we need to figure out which ones really matter.

THE CLEVER GUTS DIET
Michael Mosley
PB        $29.99
dr mosley takes us on a revelatory 
journey through the gut, showing how 
junk food and overuse of antibiotics 
have wiped out many “good” gut 
bacteria, leading to a modern plague 

of allergies, food intolerances and obesity.

A SEASON WITH 
RICHMOND
Konrad Marshall
PB        $34.99
The intimate story of the richmond 
Football club through the highs and 
heartaches of the 2017 season. 
with unprecedented access to club 

officials, players and coaches.

SAPIENS
Yuval Noah Harari
PB        $24.99
100,000 years ago, at least six human 
species inhabited the earth. Today 
there is just one. us. Homo sapiens. 
How did our species succeed in 
the battle for dominance? why did 

our foraging ancestors come together to create cities 
and kingdoms? How did we come to believe in gods, 
nations and human rights; to trust money, books and 
laws; and to be enslaved by bureaucracy, timetables 
and consumerism? and what will our world be like in the 
millennia to come?

COCO CHANEL
Megan Hess
PB        $29.99
a compilation of megan Hess’ 
stunning illustrations of the 100 most 
quintessential moments through 
chanel’s history, from coco’s 
incredible life, to the impact of karl 

lagerfeld on the company and the incredible items that 
have become iconic of the brand – the little black dress, 
the luxurious bags and accessories, glamorous jewellery 
and of course the renowned chanel no 5 perfume.

HOW TO TELL IF YOUR 
CAT IS PLOTTING TO KILL 
YOU
The Oatmeal
PB        $24.99
if your cat is kneading you, that’s not 
a sign of affection. Your cat is actually 
checking your internal organs for 

weakness. if your cat brings you a dead animal, this isn’t 
a gift. it’s a warning. How to Tell if Your cat is Plotting to 
kill You is a hilarious, brilliant offering of comics, facts, 
and instructional guides about crazy cat behaviors.

MILK AND HONEY
Rupi Kaur
PB        $24.99
 a collection of poetry and prose 
about survival, the experience of 
violence, abuse, love, loss, and 
femininity. The book is divided 
into four chapters, and each 

chapter serves a different purpose. deals with a 
different pain. Heals a different heartache.

HANDMAIDS TALE
Margaret Atwood
PB        $19.95
The republic of Gilead offers 
offred only one function: to 
breed. if she deviates, she will, 
like dissenters, be hanged at 
the wall or sent out to die slowly 

of radiation sickness. but even a repressive state 
cannot obliterate desire.

THE ALCHEMIST  
Paulo Coelho
PB        $22.99
an andalusian shepherd boy 
named santiago travels from 
his homeland in spain to the 
egyptian desert in search of a 
treasure buried in the Pyramids. 

But what starts out as a journey to find worldly 
goods turns into a discovery of the treasure found 
within.

ALL THE LIGHT WE 
CANNOT SEE
Anthony Doerr
PB        $19.99
when marie-laure goes blind, 
aged six, her father builds 
her a model of their Paris 
neighborhood, so she can 

memorize it. but when the Germans occupy Paris, 
father and daughter flee to the Brittany coast. In 
another world in Germany, an orphan boy, werner, 
is enchanted by a crude radio.

READY PLAYER ONE
Ernest Cline
PB        $19.95
it’s the year 2044, and the real 
world has become an ugly place. 
we’re out of oil. we’ve wrecked 
the climate. Famine, poverty, 
and disease are widespread. 

like most of humanity, wade watts escapes this 
depressing reality by spending his waking hours 
jacked into a sprawling virtual utopia where you can 
be anything you want to be.
 

GAME OF THRONES 
#1 SONG OF ICE AND 
FIRE
George R R Martin
PB        $19.99
as warden of the north, lord 
eddard stark counts it a curse 
when king robert bestows on 

him the office of the Hand. His honour weighs him 
down at court where a true man does what he will, 
not what he must … and a dead enemy is a thing 
of beauty. 

BIG LITTLE LIES  
(TV TIE-IN)
Liane Moriarty
PB        $14.99
Parents behaving badly...a tragic 
accident...or murder? what isn’t 
in doubt is that someone is dead. 
Three women, all with children 

starting at the same school, are about to tell the little 
lies that can turn lethal...

GOOD NIGHT 
STORIES FOR REBEL 
GIRLS
Elena Favilli
PB        $32.99
introduces us to one hundred 
remarkable women and their 
extraordinary lives. From marie 

curie to malala, ada lovelace to Zaha Hadid, 
this book brings together the stories of scientists, 
artists, politicians, pirates and spies. 

TOWER OF DAWN
Sarah J. Maas
PB        $17.99
chaol westfall has always 
defined himself by his 
unwavering loyalty, his strength, 
and his position as the captain 
of the Guard. but all of that has 

changed since aelin shattered the glass castle, 
since chaol’s men were slaughtered, since the 
king of adarlan left his body broken. 
 

EVERYTHING 
EVERYTHING
Nicola Yoon
PB        $19.99
madeline whittier is so allergic 
to the outside world that she 
has never left the house. but 
when olly moves in next door, 

and wants to talk to maddie, tiny holes start to 
appear in her protective bubble.

THIRTEEN REASONS 
WHY (FTI)
Jay Asher
PB        $17.99
clay returns home from school 
one day to find a mysterious 
box with his name on it, 
outside his front door. inside 

he discovers a series of cassette tapes recorded 
by his classmate and crush. only, she committed 
suicide weeks earlier. 

DARK ARTIFICES #2 
LORD OF SHADOWS
Cassandra Clare
PB        $27.99
Emma Carstairs has finally 
avenged her parents. now 
torn between her desire for her 
parabatai Julian and her desire 

to protect him from the brutal consequences of 
parabatai relationships, she has begun dating his 
brother, Mark. But Mark has spent the past five 
years trapped in Faerie; can he ever truly be a 
shadowhunter again?
 

A COURT OF 
THORNS AND  
ROSES #1
Sarah J. Maas
PB        $16.99
Feyre’s survival rests upon 
her ability to hunt and kill - the 
forest where she lives is a cold, 

bleak place in the long winter months. so when 
she spots a deer in the forest being pursued by 
a wolf, she cannot resist fighting it for the flesh. 
but to do so, she must kill the predator and killing 
something so precious comes at a price

THRONE OF GLASS
Sarah J. Maas
PB        $17.99
after a year’s hard labour in 
the salt mines of the kingdom 
of endovier, celaena is offered 
her freedom on one condition 
- she must fight as handsome 

Prince dorian’s champion in a contest. 
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POLLY AND BUSTER
Sally Rippin
HB        $19.99
everyone knows that witches 
don’t mix with monsters. 
witches are educated, clever, 
sophisticated. but monsters? 
monsters are just uncouth. 

some are even dangerous.  but Polly the witch 
and buster the feelings monster have been best 
friends forever. somehow, they’ve managed to 
keep their friendship a secret. until one day, when 
everything changes ...

AUGGIE AND ME
R J Palacio
PB        $19.99
The story of auggie Pullman: 
an ordinary boy with an 
extraordinary face, whose first 
year at school changed the 
lives and the perspectives of 

everyone around him. 
 

WISHING SPELL #1 
LAND OF STORIES
Chris Colfer
PB        $14.99
alex and conner bailey’s world 
is about to change.when the 
twins’ grandmother gives them 
a treasured fairy-tale book, they 

have no idea they’re about to enter a land beyond 
all imagining: the land of stories, where fairy tales 
are real.but as alex and conner soon discover, 
the stories they know so well haven’t ended in this 
magical land!

13-STOREY 
TREEHOUSE
Andy Griffiths &  
Terry Denton
PB        $14.99
The 13-storey treehouse is 
the most amazing treehouse 
in the world! it’s got a bowling 

alley, a see-through swimming pool, a tank full 
of man-eating sharks, a giant catapult, a secret 
underground laboratory and a marshmallow 
machine that follows you around and shoots 
marshmallows into your mouth whenever you’re 
hungry!

WORLD’S WORST 
CHILDREN #2
David Walliams
PB        $22.99
if you thought you had read 
about the world’s worst 
children already, you’re in for a 
rather nasty shock. The beastly 

boys and gruesome girls in this book are even 
ruder, even more disgusting and worse than you 
could ever imagine!

PIG THE STAR
Aaron Blabey
HB        $16.99
Pig just loVes attention. in 
fact, he’s a great, bit sHow-
oFF. but when anoTHer star 
appears at the photo shoot, Pig 

doesn’t like it. no, Pig doesn’t like it at all...

RAINBOW FISH
Marcus Pfister
PB        $12.99
The rainbow Fish, with his 
shimmering scales, is the most 
beautiful fish in the ocean but 
he is proud and vain and none 
of the other fish want to be his 

friend - until he learns to give away some of his 
most prized possessions.
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Christmas Tunes on CD!

CHISTmas titles



THE BREAK
Marian Keyes
PB        $32.99
at 44 amy o’connell thinks she’s 
seen, heard or done it all. until 
her husband Hugh announces he 
needs a break - from her. He is 
going backpacking for six months 

round asia where he can do what he wants - and this 
is the scary bit - with anyone he wants. 

A NEW ENGLAND 
AFFAIR
Steven Carroll
PB        $29.99
1965. The great poet, Ts eliot, 
is dead. Hearing the news, the 
seventy-two year old emily Hale 
points her Ford roadster towards 

the port of Gloucester. over the course of that day, 
clutching a satchel of letters, emily Hale slips between 
past and present, reliving her life with eliot.

SLEEPING BEAUTIES
Stephen & Owen King
PB        $32.99
in a future so real and near it might 
be now, something happens when 
women go to sleep; they become 
shrouded in a cocoon-like gauze. 
if they are awakened, if the gauze 

wrapping their bodies is disturbed or violated, the 
women become feral and spectacularly violent; and 
while they sleep they go to another place...

THE TRIP OF A 
LIFETIME
Monica McInerney
PB        $32.99
at the age of 85, lola Quinlan is 
going home, travelling to ireland for 
the first time since she emigrated 
to australia as a twenty-year-

old. what – and who – will be waiting for her there, 
alongside her memories? meanwhile, back home in 
the Clare Valley, the arrival of a TV company filming a 
murder mystery set in the wine-making world has sent 
the locals into a spin. 

THE DRY
Jane Harper
PB        $16.99
luke Hadler turns a gun on his 
wife and child, then himself. The 
farming community of kiewarra is 
facing life and death choices daily. 
if one of their own broke under the 

strain, well ... when Federal Police investigator aaron 
Falk returns for the funerals, he is loath to confront the 
people who rejected him 20 years earlier. but then his 
investigative skills are called on... 

THE MINISTRY OF 
UTMOST HAPPINESS
Roy Arundhati
PB        $32.99
in a graveyard outside the walls 
of old delhi, a resident unrolls 
a threadbare Persian carpet. 
on a concrete sidewalk, a baby 

suddenly appears, just after midnight. in a snowy 
valley, a bereaved father writes a letter to his five-
year-old daughter about the people who came to 
her funeral. In a second-floor apartment, a lone 
woman chain-smokes as she reads through her old 
notebooks. at the Jannat Guest House, two people 
sleep with their arms wrapped around each other.

NAME OF THE WIND 
Patrick Rothfuss
PB        $19.99
The tale of kvothe - currently 
known as kote, the unassuming 
innkeepter - from his childhood 
in a troupe of traveling players. 
in these pages you will come 

to know the notorious magician, the accomplished 
thief, the masterful musician, the dragon-slayer, the 
legend-hunter, the lover, the thief and the assassin.

NORSE MYTHOLOGY
Neil Gaiman
PB        $27.99
a novelistic arc that begins with 
the genesis of the legendary nine 
worlds; delves into the exploits of 
the deities, dwarves, and giants; 
and culminates in ragnarok, the 

twilight of the gods and the rebirth of a new time and 
people. Gaiman stays true to the myths while vividly 
reincarnating odin, Thor, and loki. 

IT
Stephen King
PB        $19.99
To the children, the town was 
their whole world. To the adults, 
knowing better, derry maine was 
just their home town: familiar, 
well-ordered for the most part. a 

good place to live. it was the children who saw - and 
felt - what made derry so horribly different. in the 
storm drains, in the sewers, iT lurked, taking on the 
shape of every nightmare, each one’s deepest dread. 
sometimes iT reached up, seizing, tearing, killing 
...The adults, knowing better, knew nothing. 

GODSGRAVE
Jay Kristoff
PB        $29.99
assassin mia corvere has found 
her place among the blades of 
our lady of blessed murder, but 
many in the red church ministry 
think she’s far from earned it. . 

and after a deadly confrontation with an old enemy, 
mia begins to suspect the red church itself.

FORCE OF NATURE
Jane Harper
PB        $32.99
The hike through the rugged 
Giralang ranges is meant to take 
the office colleagues out of their 
air-conditioned comfort zone. Five 
women reluctantly pick up their 

backpacks and start walking along the muddy track. 
only four come out the other side. 
 

THE CHOKE
Sofie Laguna
PB        $32.99
abandoned by her mother and 
only occasionally visited by her 
secretive father, Justine is raised 
by her pop, a man tormented by 
visions of the burma railway. 

Justine finds sanctuary in Pop’s chooks and The 
choke, where the banks of the murray river are 
so narrow it seems they might touch - a place of 
staggering natural beauty. but the river can’t protect 
Justine from danger. Her father is a criminal, and the 
world he exposes her to can be lethal. 

WIMMERA
Mark Brandi
PB        $29.99
Growing up in a small country 
town, they spend their days 
playing cricket, yabbying in local 
dams, wanting a pair of nike air 
maxes and not talking about how 

Fab’s dad hits him. almost teenagers, they already 
know some things are better left unsaid. Then a 
newcomer arrived in the wimmera. He looked 
strong. neither realised the shadow this man would 
cast over both their lives.

ARTEMIS
Andy Weir
PB        $32.99
Jazz is a small time criminal, 
subsidising work as a porter 
on the moon with smuggling a 
little contraband. but it’s never 
enough. when she’s offered 

the chance to get rich quick she jumps at it. but 
planning the perfect crime in 1/6th gravity was never 
going to be easy, especially as there is a conspiracy 
at the heart of artemis.
 

THE PARTY
Robyn Harding
PB        $29.99
sweet sixteen. it’s a coming 
of age, a milestone, a rite of 
passage. of course Jeff and kim 
sanders would throw a party for 
their daughter, Hannah. she was 

a good kid with good grades and nice friends. what 
could possibly go wrong? 

THE PASSAGE OF 
LOVE
Alex Miller
PB        $32.99
sitting in a new York park, an 
old man holds a book and tries 
to accept that his contribution 
to the future is over. instead, he 

remembers a youthful yearning for open horizons, 
for australia. instinctively he picks up his pen and 
starts at the beginning...

GIRL FROM MUNICH
Tania Blanchard
PB        $29.99
Growing up in Hitler’s Germany, 
charlotte von klein has big 
dreams for the future. Her mind 
is full of plans for a sumptuous 
wedding to her childhood 

sweetheart Heinrich while working for the luftwaffe, 
proudly giving her all for the Fatherland. but in 
1943, the tide of the war is turning against Germany, 
and lotte’s life of privilege and comfort begins to 
collapse around her. 

LA BELLE SAUVAGE: 
THE BOOK OF DUST
Philip Pullman
PB        $32.99
eleven-year-old malcolm and 
his dæmon, asta, live with 
his parents at the Trout inn 
near oxford. across the river 

Thames (which malcolm navigates often using his 
beloved canoe, a boat by the name of la belle 
sauvage) is the Godstow Priory where the nuns 
live. malcolm learns they have a guest with them;  
a baby the name of lyra belacqua...

PriZes: 20 x select another blind date book, 15 X $30 robinsons Vouchers’ 10 X select a signed book, 10 X $50 robinsons Vouchers, 5 X $100 robinsons Vouchers
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Blind Date with a book!  
Just like a real date

sTeP 1: Plan a special place to meet. we recommend a comfy chair or a hammock in the sun!
sTeP 2:  Prepare yourself, anything may happen and you should be ready for any type of  
 adventure. You may meet the person of your dreams, a terrible villain, or both! 
sTeP 3:  Turn off your mobile phone. 
sTeP 4:  Take a deep breath and leap straight in!

Find The  
Golden Tickets in 
December & Win!



Adult Winners 
LINCOLN IN  
THE BARDO 
George Saunders
PB     29.99
Man Booker Prize
February 1862. The civil war 
is less than one year old. The 
fighting has begun in earnest, 

and the nation has begun to realize it is in for a long, 
bloody struggle. meanwhile, President lincoln’s 
beloved eleven-year-old son, willie, lies upstairs in 
the white House, gravely ill.

EXTINCTIONS 
Josephine Wilson 
PB        $29.99 
Miles Franklin 
Professor Frederick lothian, 
retired engineer, world expert 
on concrete and connoisseur 
of modernist design, has 

quarantined himself from life by moving to a 
retirement village. surrounded and obstructed 
by the debris of his life he is determined to be 
miserable, but is tired of his existence and of the life 
he has chosen.  

 
POLICE AT THE 
STATION & THEY 
DON’T LOOK 
FRIENDLY 
Adrian McKinty 
PB        $19.99 
ACWA Ned Kelly Award 
Best Fiction 

belfast 1988: a man has been shot in the back 
with an arrow. uncovering exactly who has done it 
will take detective inspector sean duffy down his 
most dangerous road yet, a road that leads to a 
lonely clearing on the high bog where three masked 
gunmen will force duffy to dig his own grave. 

THE UNDERGROUND 
RAILROAD 
Colson Whitehead 
PB        $19.99 
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction 
cora is a slave on a cotton 
plantation in Georgia. life is 
hellish for all the slaves, but cora 

is an outcast even among her fellow africans, and 
she is coming into womanhood; even greater pain 
awaits. caesar, a recent arrival from Virginia, tells 
her about the underground railroad, and they plot 
their escape. matters do not go as planned - cora 
kills a young white boy who tries to capture her - but 
they manage to find a station and head north. 

THE MUSEUM OF 
MODERN LOVE 
Heather Rose 
PB        $27.99 
Stella Prize 
Arky Levin is a film composer 
in new York separated from his 
wife, who has asked him to keep 

one devastating promise. One day he finds his way 
to The atrium at moma and sees marina abramovic 
in ‘The artist is Present’. The performance continues 
for seventy-five days and, as it unfolds, so does he.

THE RETURN
Hisham Matar
PB        $24.99
Pulitzer Prize for 
Biography 
when Hisham was a 19 year-old 
university student in england, 
his father was kidnapped. one 

of the Qaddafi regime’s most prominent opponents 
in exile, he was held in a secret prison in libya. 
Hisham would never see him again. but he never 
gave up hope that his father might still be alive. 
“Hope,” as he writes, “is cunning and persistent.”

THE LOST PAGES
Marija Pericic
PB        $29.99
Vogel Literary Award 
it is 1908, and max brod is the 
rising star of Prague’s literary 
world. everything he desires-fame, 
respect, love - is finally within his 

reach. but when a rival appears on the scene, max 
discovers how quickly he can lose everything he 
worked for.

THE OBELISK GATE
N. K. Jemisin
PB        $22.99
Hugo Award 
The season of endings grows 
darker, as civilization fades into 
the long cold night. essun- once 
damaya, once syenite, now 

avenger- has found shelter, but not her daughter. 
instead there is alabaster Tenring, destroyer of the 
world, with a request. 

A HORSE WALKS INTO 
A BAR
David Grossman
PB        $22.99
Man Booker  
International Prize
The setting is a comedy club in 
a small israeli town. an audience 

that has come expecting an evening of amusement 
instead sees a comedian falling apart on stage; an 
act of disintegration, a man crumbling, as a matter of 
choice, before their eyes. 

Children’s Winners
THE 78-STOREY 
TREEHOUSE
Andy Griffith &  
Terry Denton
PB        $18.99
ABIA Book of the Year for 
Younger Children
The treehouse now has 13 new 

levels including a drive-thru car wash, a combining 
machine, a scribbletorium, an all-ball sports 
stadium, andyland, Terrytown, a high-security potato 
chip storage facility and an open-air movie theatre!

WEIRDO: MEGA WEIRD!
Anh Do
PB        $14.99
YABBA Fiction for 
Younger Readers 
life for weirdo is meGa busY! 
Hes planning on making meGa 
bucks from the street Garage 

sale, plus he’s helping bella write a winning song! 
and is that a dusty dino bone in the corner? it won’t 
be easy . . . but it will be funny!

THE PATCHWORK BIKE
Maxine Beneba Clarke 
PB        $26.99
CBCA Crichton Award 
when you live in a village at the 
edge of the no-Go desert, you 
need to make your own fun. That’s 
when you and your brothers 

get inventive and build a bike from scratch, using 
everyday items like an old milk pot (maybe mum is 
still using it, maybe not) and a used flour sack.

GO HOME, CHEEKY 
ANIMALS!
Johanna Bell &
Dion Beasley
PB        $24.99
CBCA Early Childhood 
at canteen creek where we 
live, there are cheeky dogs 

everywhere. but when the cheeky goats, donkeys, 
buffaloes and camels make mischief in the camp, the 
dogs just lie there!

DO NOT OPEN  
THIS BOOK
Andy Lee
PB        $19.99
YABBA Picture Book of 
the Year 
This guy will do anything for you not 
to open this book! Threats, bribes, 

reverse psychology - you name it! Young readers will 
love doing everything they’re asked not to! 

HOME IN THE RAIN
Bob Graham
PB        $24.99
CBCA Picture Book  
of the Year 
Francie and her mum, who is 
expecting a baby girl, are driving 
home from Grandma’s in the heavy 

rain. when they’re still far from home, they stop for 
a picnic. and as the car steams up, Francie presses 
her little finger on the window, spelling out “Daddy” 
and “mummy” and leaving one space free, ready and 
waiting for the name of her soon-to-be sister... 

AMAZING ANIMALS OF 
AUSTRALIA’S NATIONAL 
PARKS
Gina M. Newton
PB        $29.99
CBCA Eve Pownall Award
This book brings together 55 
national parks, selected across 

all australian states and territories, and over 120 
animals. it is divided into seven sections according 
to habitat, each including a number of national parks 
and a selection of the fish, reptiles, frogs, birds and 
mammals that inhabit them.

ONE WOULD THINK  
THE DEEP
Claire Zorn
PB        $19.99
CBCA Older Readers 
sam has always had things going 
on in his head that no one else 
understands, even his mum. and 

now she’s dead, it’s worse than ever. with nothing but 
his skateboard and a few belongings in a garbage bag, 
sam goes to live with the strangers his mum cut ties 
with seven years ago

ROCKHOPPING
Trace Balla
HB       $24.99
CBCA Younger 
Readers 
Join clancy and uncle egg 

on a rambling, rockhopping adventure in Gariwerd (the 
Grampians), to find the source of the Glenelg River. 
A story about following your flow, and the unexpected 
places you may go. 

WORDS IN DEEP BLUE
Cath Crowley
PB        $18.99
INKY Silver Award 
second-hand bookshops are full of 
mysteries. This is a love story. it’s 
the story of Howling books, where 
readers write letters to strangers, to 

lovers, to poets, to words. it’s the story of Henry Jones 
and rachel sweetie. They were best friends once, 
before rachel moved to the sea. now, she’s back, 
working at the bookstore, grieving for her brother cal. 
she’s looking for the future in the books people love.

THE BONE SPARROW
Zana Fraillon
PB        $19.99
CBCA Honour Book, 
Older Readers
subhi is a refugee. born in an 
australian detention centre after his 
mother fled the violence of a distant 

homeland, life behind the fences is all he has ever 
known. but as he grows, his imagination gets bigger 
too, until it is bursting at the limits of his world. The 
night sea brings him gifts, the faraway whales sing to 
him, and the birds tell their stories.
 

PriZes: 20 x select another blind date book, 15 X $30 robinsons Vouchers’ 10 X select a signed book, 10 X $50 robinsons Vouchers, 5 X $100 robinsons Vouchers

Prize Winners

Find The  
Golden Tickets in 
December & Win!



a legacy of spies
John lecarre

Pb         $32.99

Year one
nora roberts

Pb        $29.99

origin
dan brown

Hb        $32.99

The Girl who Takes an 
eye For an eye

david lagercrantz
Pb        $32.99

colombiano
rusty Young

Pb        $32.99

Heroes of Tolkien
david day

bb        $19.99

Pirates and Ghosts  
& agents and spies  

short stories
Hb        $44.99 each

Persepolis rising
James s. a. corey

Pb        $32.99

Deadly Kerfuffle
Tony martin

Pb        $29.99

last long drop
mike safe

Pb        $29.99

a long way From Home
Peter carey

Pb        $32.99

 

The rooster bar
John Grisham 
Pb        $32.99

 

The midnight line
lee child

Pb        $32.99

The core
Peter V. brett

Pb        $32.99

Godsgrave #2
Jay kristoff

Pb        $29.99 

Perfect shadow
brent weeks

Hb        $22.99

The Gunslinger
stephen king

Pb        $19.99

beren and luthien
J.r.r Tolkien

Hb        $44.99

The book of swords
robin Hobb &  

George r.r martin et al  
Pb        $32.99

The Terranauts
T. c. boyle

Pb        $19.99

Tom clancy’s Power  
and empire 

marc cameron
Pb        $32.99 

oathbringer #3
brandon sanderson

Pb        $32.99

a Pocketful of crows
Joanne m Harris
Hb        $29.99

end Game #5
david baldacci
Pb        $29.99

strange weather
Joe Hill

Pb        $29.99

Two kinds of Truth
michael connelly
Pb        $32.99

First Person
richard Flanagan

Hb        $39.99

a knight of The 
seven kingdoms

George r r martin
Pb        $22.99

burke and wills
Peter Fitzsimons
Hb        $49.99

The nobel lecture
bob dylan

Hb        $19.99

The number Games
adam spencer
Pb        $34.99

The Grand Tour Guide
Hammond, may & 

clarkson
Hb        $39.99

The coen brothers
ian nathan

Hb        $49.99

Pentridge Voices From 
The other side
rupert mann

Hb        $49.99

Hinch Vs canberra
derryn Hinch

Pb        $24.99

big bash book 2017-18
daniel lane

Pb        $29.99

Great convict stories
Graham seal

Pb        $29.99

100 aussie Things
bunny banyai
Pb        $19.99

The Game changers 
samantha brett &

steph adams
Pb        $39.99

what is it all but luminous
art Garfunkel

Hb        $39.99

best of The best
Australia Surfing
Hb        $39.99

The long and winding 
way To The Top
andrew P street
Pb        $29.99

Non-FictionFiction
gi

ft
s f

or
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im



astrophysics For  
People in a Hurry

neil deGrasse Tyson
Hb        $26.99 

Taming Toxic People  
david Gillespie
Pb        $32.99

sons of God
Heath o’loughlin
Pb        $34.99

Halliday wine  
companion 2018 
James Halliday
Pb        $39.99

dunkirk (FTi)
Joshua levine
Pb        $22.99

The Tigers’ almanac
Harms & Johnson

Pb        $34.99

How to build a universe
Professor brian cox

Hb        $39.99

rogue nation
royce kurmelovs

Pb        $32.99

The conversation 
Yearbook 2017
Pb        $19.99

12 strong (FTi)
doug stanton
Pb        $19.99

The cricket war
Gedeon Haigh
Pb        $22.99

courage in The skies
Jim eames

Pb        $29.99

mythos
stephen Fry

Pb        $32.99

saga land
richard  Fidler & 

kari Gislason
Hb        $39.99

collusion
luke Harding

Pb        $29.99

bbQ beers & b.s.
merv Hughes
Hb        $40

kevin sheedy
Warwick Hadfield

Hb        $45

nine lives
steve Johnson
Hb        $39.99

The Grade cricketer: Tea 
and no sympathy

edwards, Perry & Higgins
Pb        $29.99 

nemo’s almanac: a Quiz 
for booklovers
ian Patterson

Hb        $22.99

Heroes of the Hour
ken Piesse

Pb        $34.99

cricket outlaws
austin robertson
Hb        $44.99 

Tribe of mentors
Timothy Ferriss
Pb        $32.99

The Year of the Geek
James clarke

Hb        $34.99

models
mark manson

Pb        $19.99

way of the wolf
Jordan belfort
Pb        $29.99

lillee & Thommo  
ian brayshaw

Pb        $29.99

Finding my Virginity
richard branson

Pb        $35

The complete Fiction
H. P. lovecraft
lb        $49.99

 

Tarzan of the apes  
edgar rice burroughs

lb        $49.99

 
le morte d’arthur
Thomas mallory
lb        $49.99

 
monty Python 

warhol mug     $9.99 
coaster set     $12.99

songversations
eric Hutchinson
Pb        $24.99

large Toasties
$19.99

christmas socks
$12.99 each

The complete works of 
william shakespeare

lb        $49.99

Jules Verne: 
seven novels
Hb        $49.99

Grays anatomy
Henry Gray

Hb        $49.99

batman - Joker salt & 
Pepper shakers

$29.99

rewordable - The 
uniquely Fragmented 

word Game
allison Parrish

Game        $29.99

Peanuts - charlie brown 
& snoopy Pop! mugs

$19.99 each

back to the Future - 
delorean Heat changing

muG       $14.99

Gifts

Classics
GIFTS FOR HIM
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atlantic black
a.s. Patric  

Pb        $29.99 

after The blues
kathy lette

Hb        $32.99

 
 
 
 
 

an unremarkable body
eliza lodato

Pb        $29.99

The Temptation 
To be Happy

lorenzo marone
Pb        $24.99

red coast
di morrissey  

Hb        $34.99

Facing The Flame #7
Jackie French
Hb        $29.99

The Girl in The ice
robert bryndza
Hb        $24.99

without merit
colleen Hoover
Pb       $24.99

The white book
Han kang

Hb        $24.99

where The murray  
river runs

darry Fraser
Hb        $29.99

classic Ghost stories  
Various 

Hb        $29.99

mrs. m
luke slattery

Hb        $29.99

Heather, The Totality
matthew weiner
Hb        $24.99

seven days of us
Francesca Hornak

Pb        $29.99

into The water
Paula Hawkins
Pb        $32.99

deadlier
sophie Hannah
Hb        $44.99

Future Home of The 
living God

louise erdrich
Pb        $29.99

The invisible life of 
euridice Gusmao
martha batalha
Hb        $24.99

sanctuary
Judy nunn

Pb        $32.99

sad Girls
lang leav

Pb        $29.99

Hardcore 24
Janet evanovich
Pb        $29.99 

The boy made of snow
chloe mayer

Pb        $29.99

a dog’s way Home
w bruce cameron

Pb        $19.99

in The midst  
of winter

isabel allende
Hb        $39.99

 
 

The ballad of banjo 
crossing

Tess evans
Pb        $27.99

betrayal
kate Furnivall
Pb        $29.99

The Tea Gardens
Fiona mcintosh
Pb        $32.99

starlit wood
dominik Parisien
Pb        $24.99

Paris: Through a  
Fashion eye
megan Hess

Hb        $29.99

The art of wellbeing
meredith Gaston
Hb        $29.99

upside-down dogs
serena Hodson
Hb        $19.99

cats: a compendium
Fenella smith &  

The brothers mcleod
Hb        $24.99

me. You: a diary
dawn French

Hb        $39.99

keeping it off
michelle bridges
Pb        $39.99

You do You
sarah knight

Hb        $29.99

The French art of not 
Giving a F*ck
Fabrice midal
Hb       $29.99

Prairie Fires
caroline Fraser
Pb        $32.99

Purpose
lisa messenger
Hb        $29.99

shine: 20 secrets To a 
Happy life

The essentialists 
Hb        $19.99

Too Fat Too slutty  
Too loud  

anne Petersen
Hb        $39.99

a bold life
kerri-anne kennerley

Hb        $44.99

unbreakable 
Jelena dokic

Pb        $34.99

NoN- FictionFiction
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life changing magic  
of not Giving a F*ck

sarah knight
Pb        $29.99

Taste of Paris 
david downie
Hb        $39.99 

diana: Her True story in 
Her own words
andrew morton
Pb        $29.99 

bikini body: motivation  
& Habits Guide
kayla itsines

Pb        $39.99 

First we make  
The beast beautiful

sarah wilson
Hb        $35

 

balance
Guy Turland

Pb        $39.99

sophia loren
cindy de la Hoz
Hb        $49.99 

The Vanity Fair diaries 
1983-1992
Tina brown

Pb        $32.99

one enchanted evening 
charlotte smith

Hb        $35

The diary of a bookseller
shaun bythell
Hb        $29.99

we’ll always Have 
casablanca

noah isenberg
Hb        $49.99

100 nasty women  
of History

Hannah Jewell
Pb        $32.99 

Renovating For Profit
cherie barber
Pb        $39.99

living in a mindful universe
eben alexander
Pb        $32.99

wreck This Journal
keri smith

Pb        $19.99

Queens of the conquest 
alison weir
Pb        $35

Girling up
mayim bialik

Hb        $29.99

Great australian 
outback nurses stories

bill marsh
Pb        $29.99

 

bookstore cats
brandon schultz
Hb        $29.99

whiteley on Trial
Gabriella coslovich

Pb        $32.99

Classics

The Jane austen  
Treasury 

Janet Todd
Hb        $19.99

beauty and the beast and 
other classic Fairy Tales

Hb        $49.99

les miserables
Victor Hugo

Hb        $49.99

wuthering Heights
emily bronte

Hb         $19.99

Grimm’s complete  
Fairy Tales

lb        $49.99

Pride and Prejudice
Jane austen

lb        $49.99

Insta-poets

love Her wild
atticus

Hb        $29.99

adultolescence
Gabbie Hanna
Pb        $24.99

whisky, words & a 
shovel iii
r H sin

Pb        $29.99

The Princess saves 
Herself in This one
amanda lovelace

Pb        $24.99

worlds of You
beau Taplin

Pb        $24.99

universe of us
lang leav

Pb        $27.99

The sun and  
Her Flowers
rupi kaur

Pb        $24.99

road between
courtney Peppernell

Pb        $29.99

letter writing set: 
Floral

seT        $44.99

Foiled Pocket Journal 
bodleian library
Hb        $19.99

book banter 
conversation starters 

about books + life
cards        $24.99

world map  
stationary Gift set
seT        $22.99

oh wise owl tote bag 
lined baG     $19.99

crazy cat lady mug 
muG     $19.99

alice’s adventures in 
wonderland

muG        $19.99
noTebook  $16.99

50 books to read 
before You die 

bookmark       
$12.99

Gifts

GIFTS FOR HER



noughts & crosses
Game seT     $11.99

 

Jacks
Game seT       $9.99

balloon racing cars
seT    $14.99

card Game set
Game seT $14.99

Giant Pick-up stciks
Game seT    $24.99

crazy Tower
seT    $12.99

Family compendium        
Game seT    $39.99

Pig The Fibber 
aaron blabey
bb        $9.99 

Very noisy bear
nick bland

Pb        $14.99

Here we are notes For 
living on Planet earth

oliver Jeffers
Hb        $24.99

The Very noisy baby
alison lester

Hb        $24.99

can You say it Too 
stomp stomp

sebastien braun
bb        $12.99

Pig The Pug: 
 big collection
blabey aaron

Hb        $49.99

 

The Very cranky 
collection
bland nick

Hb        $59.99

baby’s First collection
bb        $14.99

The wiggles: 
 emma’s ballet class 

book & Tutu
seT        $29.99

ruby red shoes: 
story Treasury

kate knapp
Hb        $49.99

koala bare
Jackie French
Hb        $24.99

when i Grow up
Tim minchin

Hb        $19.99

boogie bear
david walliams &  

Tony ross 
Hb        $24.99

imagine
John lennon

Hb        $24.99

Pig The star
aaron blabey

Hb        $16.99

Peppa’s Holiday Post
Hb        $19.99

The bad mood  
and The stick

lemony snicket
Hb        $24.99

do not open This book 
andy lee

seT        $24.99

do not open This  
book again
andy lee

Hb        $19.99

excuse me!
Hughes dave

Hb        $16.99

Possum magic  
(30th anni edition)

mem Fox
Pb        $15.99

dress up emma
$59.99

winnie the Pooh  
Jack in the box

$59.99

Talking iggle Piggle
PlusH    $39.99

little nutbrown Hair 
comfort blanket

$29.99

Paddington bear with 
Gumboots & suitcase

$69.99 each 

Talking Hey duggee 
$39.99

Peter rabbit 
baby capusle         

$34.99

The Very Hungry 
caterpillar bath gift set        

seT   $36.99

my First Thomas The 
Tank engine

PlusH    $39.99

large Peter rabbit 
(30cm)

PlusH $39.99

large spot the  
dog (30cm) 

PlusH    $34.99

wiggles Plush  
collectors set

$99.99

nursery rhyme elmo 
$69.99

elmer elephant  
soft Toy

PlusH     $29.99

Cuddle & EntertainFor little ones Play
GI

FT
S F
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lego: city  
adventure Pack
Pb        $24.99

lego:  nexo knights 
adventure Pack
Pb        $24.99

The where’s wally? 
Totally Terrific Tin
martin Handford

boXseT        $29.99

Travel matching Game
Jennifer adams

Game        $24.99

exploratorium
lei melendres
Pb        $19.99

choose kind Journal
r J Palacio

Pb        $19.99

where’s wally? 
destination everywhere!   

martin Handford
Hb        $29.99

lego: make Your  
own movie

Hb        $29.99

Roald Dahl’s Official 
sticker book

Pb        $16.99

iggy Peck’s book For 
amazing architects 

andrea beaty
Pb        $19.99

Time Tables  
Practice Pad

Pb        $12.99

lego ninjago - choose 
Your Hero deluxe  

activity book
Hb        $5.99

build a rocket
ian Graham

Hb        $29.99 

87 Piece art set  
Peter rabbit

$22.99

Fun with Fidget spinners 
Pb        $9.99

Fantastically Great 
women who changed 
The world (activity bk)

Pb        $9.99

Get smarter word search 
Puzzles For kids

Joe rhatigan
Pb        $10.99

super mario bros 3 
Fused bead activity kit 

(4,000 beads)
kiT        $49.99 each

david astle’s Gargantuan 
book of words
Pb        $19.99

bears vs babies
Game        $59.99

lego: world of nexo 
knights Heroes + 

Figurine
Pb        $14.99

Hotdog! #1 to 3
anh do

bb        $29.99

wombat and Fox
Terry denton

Pb        $16.99

little Golden books  
nine Favorite stories

bb        $22.99

diary of darcy dolphin
sam watkins

Pb        $12.99

unicorn Princess
emily bliss

Pb        $9.99

mighty mitch #1 
mitchell starc
Pb        $9.99

 Judy, moody & Friends: 
one, Two, Three roar!

megan mcdonald
Pb        $14.99

dog man #1-3
dav Pilkey

Hb        $39.99

bad Guys episode 6  
alien vs bad Guys

aaron blabey
Pb        $14.99

The Girl with the  
lost smile

miranda Hart
Pb        $19.99

ella diaries: excellent 
collection

costain meredith
Hb        $89.99 

clementine rose
Jacqueline Harvey
3 in 1        $19.99

captain underpants #1-4
dav Pilkey

Hb        $29.99

ella & olivia - stories
Yvette Poshoglian
6 in 1        $16.99

Tiny Timmy #6  
The big break 

Tim cahill
Pb        $12.99

lego: The  
ninjago movie  
Pb        $9.99

The House in the Tree
bianca Pitzorno
Pb        $14.99 

oh The Places You’ll Go 
(special ed)

dr. seuss
Hb        $29.99

Hb from $4.99

GIFTS FOR JUNIORS
Play Junior Novels

Little Golden Books



extremely inconvenient  
adventures of bronte mettlestone

Jaclyn moriarty
Hb        $22.99

Tashi storybook
anna Fienberg
Hb        $29.99

Toto: The do-Gone amazing 
story of the wizard of oz

michael morpurgo
Pb        $19.99

magnus chase and The  
ship of The dead #3

rick riordan
Pb        $22.99

Timeless: diego & The  
rangers of The Vastlantic

armand baltazar
Hb        $29.99

dork diaries:  
crush catastrophe #12
rachel renee russell

Pb        $16.99

undercover Princess
connie Glynn

Pb        $22.99

our australian Girl:
The lina stories

sally rippin
Hb        $26.99

The school For Good and 
evil #4: Quests For Glory

soman chainani
Pb        $14.99

maybe
morris Gleitzman
Pb        $19.99

weirdo #09: spooky weird!
anh do

Pb        $14.99

ickyfoodia
The listies

Pb        $14.99 

alice-miranda in  
Hollywood #16

Jacqueline Harvey
Pb        $16.99

ava’s big move
mary van reyk
Pb        $12.99

48 Hours: The Vanishing
Gabrielle lord
Pb        $14.99

The Girl, the dog and the 
writer in rome

katrina nannestad
Pb        $16.99

The Princess in black
shannon & dean Hale  
boXseT        $24.99

You choose:  
aFl Footy Fever
George ivanoff
Pb        $14.99

The wonderling
mira bartok

Hb        $24.99

bad dad
david walliams
Pb        $19.99

The land of neverendings
kate saunders
Hb        $22.99

a christmas carol V&a 
collector’s edition
charles dickens
Hb         $19.99

The secret Garden
Frances Hodgson 

burnett
Hb        $29.99

Tales from a Tall Forest
shaun micallef
Hb        $29.99

billy and the minpins
roald dahl

Hb        $22.99

Tales from  
watership down
richard adams
Pb        $16.99

stories of wizards 
 and witches
enid blyton

Pb       $15.99

bedknobs & broomsticks
mary norton

Hb        $24.99

nevermoor
Jessica Townsend

Pb        $16.99

diary of a wimpy kid #12 
The Getaway
Jeff kinney

Pb        $14.99

The 91-storey Treehouse
Andy Griffiths

Pb        $14.99 

Perfect Pairs with billie 
sally rippin 

seT        $24.99

The Polar bear  
explorers’ club

alex bell
Pb        $16.99

Firefly Code
megan Frazer blakemore

Pb        $11.99

Funny kid #2 stand up
matt stanton

Pb        $14.99

a Garden of lilies
Judith rossell
Hb        $19.99

brotherband #7:  
The caldera

John Flanagan
Pb        $18.99

The Magic Misfits
neil Patrick Harris

Pb        $16.99

best ever Pranks  by 
Frankie Fish
Peter Helliar

Pb        $12.99

laugh Your Head  
off again and again 

Andy Griffith et al
Hb        $19.99

The audition
maddie Ziegler
Pb        $16.99

skulduggery Pleasant
#10 resurrection

derek landy
Pb        $19.99

Stories for the imaginationClassics
GI

FT
S F
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otherworld
Jason segel &  
kirsten miller  

Pb        $19.99

Tales of the Peculiar
ransom riggs
Pb        $19.99

Five nights at Freddy’s: 
The silver eyes
scott cawthorn
Pb        $14.99

The afterlife of Holly chase
Hand cynthia

Pb        $19.99

a Galaxy of Her own
libby Jackson
Hb        $32.99

night of cake and Puppets
laini Taylor

bb        $24.99

mean Girls
micol ostow

Hb        $24.99

empress of a Thousand skies
rhoda belleza
Pb        $19.99

Turtles all the way down
John Green

Hb        $27.99

The renegades
marissa meyer
Pb        $18.99

mirror mirror
cara delevingne
Pb        $24.99

The red ribbon
adlington lucy
Pb        $19.99

36 Questions that 
changed my mind about you

Vicki Grant
Pb        $19.99

elites of eden #2
Joey Graceffa
Pb        $24.99

ringer
lauren oliver

Pb        $19.99

a skinful of shadows
Frances Hardinge

Pb        $24.99

Tower of dawn
sarah J. maas
Pb        $17.99

songs about a Girl
chris russell

Pb        $16.99

Genuine Fraud
e. lockhart

Pb        $19.99

The loneliest Girl  
in the universe
lauren James
Pb        $16.99

because You love to Hate 
me: 13 Tales of Villainy

Pb        $14.99

The reader
Traci chee

Pb        $17.99

Gone: monster
michael Grant
Pb        $19.99

i Hate everyone but You
Gaby dunn

Pb        $19.99

leia Princess of 
alderaan

claudia Gray
Pb        $19.99

inexplicable logic of 
my life

benjamin alire saenz
Pb        $17.99

strange Fire #1
Tommy wallach
Pb        $17.99

it only Happens  
in the movies
Holly bourne

Pb        $16.99

landscape with  
invisible Hand
m.T. anderson
Pb        $16.99

before the devil  
breaks You #3

libba bray
Pb        $24.99

The amateurs: Follow me
sara shepard
Pb        $16.99

moonrise
sarah crossan
Pb        $16.99

Flight of a starling
Lisa Heathfield
Pb        $19.99

The last namsara
kristen ciccarelli
Pb        $19.99

The language of Thorns
leigh bardugo
Pb        $19.99

beautiful mess
claire christian
Pb        $19.99

explorer
katherine rundell

Pb        $16.99

Pasadena
sherri l. smith
Pb        $18.99

whichwood
Tahereh Mafi

Pb        $19.99

Puberty blues
Gabrielle carey &  

kathy lette
Pb        $19.99

The romantics
konen leah

Pb        $16.99

This mortal coil
emily suvada
Pb        $17.9

Young Adult Reads
GIFTS FOR teens
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best australian Political 
cartoons 2017
russ radcliffe 
Pb        $29.99

Tinkering The complete 
book of John clarke

Hb         $34.99

Five At The Office 
christmas Party
Hb        $19.99

 

The bleak Picture
bill leak

Hb         $45

ducks For dark Times
michael leunig
Pb        $24.99

mr.men & little miss For 
Grown-ups

roger Hargreaves
Hb         $12.99 each

strayapedia
dominic knight
Pb        $29.99

How To be an adult
Pb        $12.99

ladybird book of  
The new You

Hb        $19.99 
 

if my dogs were a Pair  
of middle-aged me

matthew inman
Hb        $24.99

unaustralian  
of the Year
bill leak

Pb        $29.99

How to be Perfectly 
unhappy

matthew inman
Hb        $24.99

so You Think You’re a 
Hipster?

kara simsek
Hb        $27.99

dirty limericks
anonymous

Pb        $14.99

new comic Quotes
Geoff Tibballs
Pb        $24.99 

The History of insults
nathan Joyce
Pb        $17.99

academia obscura
Glen wright

Pb        $24.99

Pleasure to be Here
John clarke

Pb        $29.99

The General 
luke Hodge
Hb        $45

what Happened
Hilary clinton
Hb        $45

wednesdays with bob
bob Hawke &  
derek rielly

Hb         $29.99 

shine like it does
Toby creswell
Pb        $32.99

like a bat out of Hell
mick wall

Pb        $32.99

This shirt won’t iron itself
anthony lehmann

Pb        $32.99

not for the Faint Hearted
kevin rudd

Hb        $44.99

member of the Family
dianne lake

Pb        $24.99

First casualty
Peter Greste
Pb        $35

Zoo Quest
david attenborough

Hb        $39.99

last king of the cross
John ibrahim

Pb        $34.99

memoirs
willesee mike
Hb        $44.99

Grow. Food. anywhere.
mat Pember &  

dillon seitchik-reardon
Pb        $45

Grow Vegetables
alan buckingham

Pb        $35

Garden Plants &  
Flowers in australia

ian spence
Hb        $49.99

connected
Phillip Johnson
Pb        $49.99

Garden
william dangar
Hb        $59.99

Grand melbourne Gardens
david wilkinson

Hb        $70

PeopleLaugh out Loud Plants
sp
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t

The Things that  
Make Us

HB        $39.99

The Hornet
Jeff Horn

HB        $39.99

Titles from Instapoets R.H Sin, Rupi 
Kaur, Michael Faudet & Lang LeaveSig
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Win this Christmas!  See our website for details on 
how you could be a winner!

A 6 pack of fiction reads to keep 
you busy this summer!

Agatha Christie
inspired prize pack



special interest

5 ingredients Quick  
and easy Food

Jamie oliver
Hb        $49.99

basics To brilliance kids
donna Hay
Hb        $45

maggie’s recipe For life
maggie beer &  

Professor ralph martins
Pb        $39.99

The bbq cookbook
Pb        $35

cooking with kindness
edgar’s mission

Pb        $35

delicious. daily
delicious magazine

Pb        $45

matt moran’s  
australian Food

Hb        $45

a Timeline of  
australian Food
Jan o’connell
Pb        $34.99

dinner with dickens
Pen Vogler

Hb        $37.99

broadsheet melbourne
Pb        $29.99

sweet
ottolenghi & Goh

Hb        $55

mexico and california
rick stein

Hb        $49.99

Vegans save the world
alice alvrez

Pb        $28.99

river cottage:  
much more veg!

Fearnley-whittingstall  
Hb        $45 

Yummy easy Quick
matt Preston

Pb        $39.99

champagne
robert walters
Pb        $32.99

beer craft
Jon Finch

Hb         $35

doctor’s orders 50 
inventive cocktails to cure, 

revive & enliven
Hb        $19.9

The cities book #2 
lonely Planet
Hb        $80

The Place To be 
lonely Planet

Hb         $39.99

camping with kids
simon mcGrath
Pb        $19.99

Travelling australia: 
 The Places You’ll Go

robyn Ford
Hb        $49.99

The world #2
lonely Planet

Pb        $39.99

lonely Planet’s best in 
Travel 2018

Pb        $24.99

a Paris all Your own
eleanor brown
Pb        $26.99

walks in nature  
melbourne (2nd ed)
cards        $24.99

Paris dreaming 
katrina lawrence
Hb        $35.00

1001 walks You must 
experience before You die

Pb        $39.99

The Travel book
lonely Planet
Hb        $80

Touring atlas of  
australia 28th ed
Pb        $24.99

a spotter’s Guide to Film 
(and TV) locations

lonely Planet
Hb        $35

50 wonders of  
the world

Hugh Thomson
Hb        $65

The 50 Greatest  
churches and cathedrals

sue dobson
Pb        $22.99

ultimate Travelist
lonely Planet

$34.99

where To Go when
lonely Planet

Hb        $39.99

lonely Planet’s best ever 
Photography Tips 2

lonely Planet
Pb        $14.99

The csiro  
low-carb diet

Grant brinkworth
Pb        $34.99

clever Guts diet  
recipe book

dr clare bailey & 
Joy skipper
Pb        $35

i Quit sugar:  
smoothies, bowls  

& drinks
sarah wilson

Pb        $19.99

low carb  
Healthy Fat
Pete evans

Pb        $39.99

macros a wellness 
and lifestyle Guide

sophie Guidolin
Hb        $45

super Green  
simple and lean

sally obermeder & 
maha koraiem
Pb        $24.99

Cooking Travel
Be

 He
alt

hy



Good Food  
Guide 2018 

Pb        $29.99 

le Petit Prince Journal
 Journal   $15.99 

really Tiny book light
 $19.99 

boganology
 Game     $39.99 

booklight led 
ultra Flex 6

 $29.99

clip on letter bookmarks
 $9.99

 
robinsons 

Gift Voucher

little book Holder
 $9.99 

electronic 
dictionary bookmark

 $39.99

star wars destiny 
Game      $59.99 

cards against Humanity 
(expansion packs also 

available)  
$59.99 

Guinness world  
records 2018
Hb        $44.99

cyanide & Happiness: 
Joking Hazard
 Game $59.99

Game of Phones
Game       $39.99

children’s classics
boXseT        $29.99

illustrated classics
boXseT        $89.99

Game of Thrones #1-7
George r.r martin

boXseT        $99.99

Harry Potter #1-7
J.k. rowling

boXseT       $120

court of Thorns and roses
sarah J. maas

boXseT        $40

The selwood boys 1-4
Tony wilson

Hb        $39.99

captain underpants  
colour eds1-4

dav Pilkey
Hb        $39.99

coco: The  
essential Guide
Hb         $16.99

alias Grace
margaret atwood
Hb         $32.99

The art of Ferdinand
Hb         $59.99

last Flag Flying
darryl Ponicsan
Pb        $19.99

The ritual (FTi)
adam nevill

Pb        $19.99

murder on The orient 
express (FTi)

agatha christie
Pb        $19.99

call me by Your  
name (FTi)

andre aciman
Pb        $19.99

molly’s Game (FTi)
molly bloom

Pb        $24.99

blade runner
Philip k. dick

Pb        $19.99

Paddington 2:The movie
michael bond
Pb        $9.99  

 
wonder (Tie-in)

r J Palacio
Pb        $19.99

all The money in The 
world (FTi)

John Pearson
Pb       $24.99

The crown
robert lacey

Hb        $39.99

a series of unfortunate 
events #1-4  

(Netflix Tie-in)
lemony snicket
Hb        $79.99

maze runner series
James dashner

boXseT        $59.99

star wars complete 
collection episodes i-Vi

bb        $59.99

bad Guys ep 1-5
boXseT       $49.99

The Hobbit &  
lord of the rings

J.r.r Tolkien
Pb        $49.99

The chronicles of narnia
boXseT        $129.99

The Hogwarts library
boXseT        $59.99

The wishing chair 
collection 2017

enid blyton
boXseT       $29.99
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CollectionsExpress Yourself Movies



101 Video Games 
to Play before You 

Grow up
Pb       $17.99

ultimate minecraft 
survival Guide
Pb        $9.99 

mass effect
Jemisin & walters

Pb        $14.99

assassin’s creed 
awakening Vol.2
Pb        $21.99

wolfenstein
Pb        $27.99

How To Think like 
a coder

Hb        $24.99

Game on! 2018
Pb        $19.99
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The lambshank 
redemption cookbook

lachlan Hayman
Hb        $39.99

walking dead cookbook 
& survival Guide
lauren wilson
Hb        $45

supernatural Hunter 
Journal collection 

seT oF 2     $22.99

Homer’s odyssey: 
a simpsons Guide

Hb        $29.99 

buffy The Vampire slayer 
ultimate encyclopedia

nancy Holder
Hb        $59.99

Twin Peaks: 
 The Final dossier

Hb        $34.99

a study in scarlet, The sign of The Four & 
The Valley of Fear

Pb        $19.99

asterix and The  
chariot race

Hb        $24.99

sherlock
Pb        $19.99

The art of Harley Quinn
Hb        $65

northern lights
Hb        $45

riverdale Vol.1
Pb        $32.99

Zelda: Twilight  
Princess Vol.2
Pb        $14.99 

Peanuts for the soul
charles m shultz
Hb        $19.99

archie 1000 Page  
comics Festival
Pb        $27.99

complete James bond
ian Fleming

Hb        $59.99

superman and The 
miserable bad day

Hb        $27.99

baking with kafka
Tom Gauld

Hb        $24.99

snoopy: what’s wrong 
with dog lips? 
Pb        $16.99

The Girl with The  
dragon Tattoo
Pb        $29.99

boruto Vol.2:  
naruto next Generations

Pb        $14.99

assassination  
classroom Vol.17

Pb        $14.99

cinemaps an atlas of  
35 Great movies
Hb        $49.99

death note black ed
Pb        $22.99

lGb- Ghostbusters
Hb        $4.99

attack on Titan #23
Pb        $19.99

star wars kirigami 
marc Hagan-Giurey

Pb        $42.99

dark Tower:  
The Gunslinger
stephen king

Pb        $19.99

desert oath:  
assassin’s creed prequel

Pb        $32.99

dracula Porcelain mug
muG        $19.99

book of lists: star Trek
chip carter

Hb        $39.99

call of duty: Zombies
Pb        $34.99

burn city
lou chamberlin
Hb        $29.99

alien covenant #2 
Official Prequel To Film

Pb        $14.99

Terry Pratchett’s 
discworld imaginarium

Hb        $75



 a magical 
Yearbook

bb        $14.99

Journey through 
the History of 

magic  
Pb        $21.99

a History of magic 
(adult ed)

Hb        $49.99

Pensive  
memory set

seT        $49.99

Harry Potter & 
the Prisoner of 

azkaban-illustrated 
Hb        $59.99

Harry Potter wand 
collection

Hb        $45

Fantastic beasts 
and where to find 
them- illustrated

Hb        $45
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lego dc: super 
Heroes build Your own 

adventure
Hb        $39.99

my mini marvel
boXseT        $39.99

Ten little superheroes
mike brownlow
Pb        $15.99

marvel Thor ragnarok 
movie novel

Pb        $9.99

diary of a minecraft 
Zombie

boXseT       $59.99

wonder woman 
warbringer

Pb        $18.99

emoji movie - Junior 
novelisation

Pb        $9.99

The X-Files: 
 earth children are 

weird
Pb        $12.99 

The emoji movie: emoji 
encyclopedia
Pb        $9.99

dc Justice league: 
 5 minute stories
Hb        $19.99

search For spock 
a star Trek book of 

exploration
Hb        $22.99

where’s The Zombie?
Pb        $12.99

diary of a minecraft 
creeper: creeper life

Pb        $9.99

Pokemon: alola 
adventure

Pb        $9.99

marvel monsters 
unleashed! 

Pb        $12.99 each

norse myths 
kevin crossley-Holland 

Hb        $32.99

leGo  ninJaGo 
readers  

movie 1-2
Hb        $12.99 each

The last Jedi: 
 book and model
seT        $14.99

dk reader star wars 
The last Jedi

bb        $12.99

daring adventures  
Vol.1 & 2

Pb        $12.99 eac

The last Jedi ultimate 
sticker collection
bc        $14.99

Glow-in-The-dark 
sticker activities
bc        $6.99

Jedi academy 1-4 + 
Journal

Pb        $39.99

star wars 2018 annual
Hb         $19.99

star wars Graphics
Pb        $29.99

The last Jedi  
cross-sections
Hb       $29.99

william shakespeare’s: 
The Force doth awaken

Hb       $24.99

star wars: From a 
certain Point of View

Pb        $32.99

The last Jedi: Visual 
dictionary

Hb         $29.99

‘Twas The nightcap 
before christmas
Hb        $19.99

charlie brown 
christmas wrap & 

activity
Pb        $14.99

a Very dc rebirth 
Holiday

Pb        $29.99

 Herobine saves 
christmas

Pb        $9.99

lGb Grumpy cat’s First 
worst christmas
Hb        $16.99

elf on The shelf
elF & book $69.99

ivy’s rainforest revenge, 
Harley’s crazy creeper caper 

& riddler’s battleship blitz
Pb        $11.99



Thor ragnarok Prelude
Pb        $29.99

Thor worthy origins
Pb        $34.99

Thor & Hulk
Pb        $18.99

secret warriors Vol. 1
Pb        $32.99

obsessed with marvel
Peter sanderson
Pb        $34.99

man-Thing
r.l. stine

Pb        $32.99

marvel
dc co

micS
Favo

u
rit

eS

X-men Gold Vol. 1
X-men blue Vol. 1

Pb        $32.99 each

marvel: Year by Year
bb        $69.99

The a-Z of marvel 
monsters

Hb        $49.99

The unstoppable wasp 
Vol. 1 unstoppable!

Pb        $26.99

deadpool 2099
Gerry duggan
Pb        $29.99

ms. marvel Vol. 7
Pb        $36.99

art of star wars:  
The last Jedi
Hb        $55

assassin’ creed
Pb        $21.99

naruto chibi sasuke’s 
sharingan legend

Pb        $14.99

supernatural: The 
Usual Sacrifices
Pb        $14.99

batman Vol.1:  
court of owls

Pb        $26.99

Teknophage Vols. 1-2
neil Gaiman

boXseT        $49.99

injustice Ground Zero
Pb        $29.99

super Hero Girls Past 
Times at Hero High

Pb        $19.99

super-Villains
Pb        $35

mother Panic Vol.1
Pb        $29.99

bombshells Vol. 5
Pb        $29.99

dc super Hero Girls 
out of The bottle

Pb        $19.99

batman Year Two  
30th ann deluxe edition

Hb        $54.99

The odyssey of The 
amazons

Pb        $29.99

wonder woman 
ambassador of Truth

Hb        $69.99

all star batman Vol.1
Pb        $29.99

injustice 2 Vol. 1
Hb        $44.99

Justice league The 
ultimate Guide
Hb        $39.99

Flash Vol 1 move 
Forward new 52
Pb        $24.99

The complete maus
art spiegelman
Pb        $29.95

doctor who: Time lord 
Fairy Tales

Hb        $29.99

Hitchhikers Guide To 
The Galaxy 4 in 1

Pb        $24.99

Vampire knight 
memories Vol. 1
Pb        $14.99

ultimate star wars
Hb        $59.99

ultimate marvel
Hb        $69.99

slugfest The battle 
between marvel and dc

Pb        $32.99

one-Punch man Vol. 12
Pb        $14.99

The legend of  
wonder woman
Pb        $34.99

Tokyo Ghoul #1
sui ishida

Pb        $18.99

assassination 
classroom

Pb        $14.99



GrauS
NeWs

GRAUS COMIX @ ROBINSONS BOOKSHOP
Frankston | Chadstone | Greensborough | Emporium | Highpoint  

Northland  |  Eastland | Werribee | Fountain Gate | Canberra Centre
enquiries@robinsonsbooks.com.au   www.robinsonsbooks.com.au

Ph: 03 9783 6488
‘where books are the heroes’

JUSTICE  
LEAGUE

DOCTOR
WHO

STAR WARS

THE  
NIGHTMARE  

BEFORE  
CHRISTMAS

HARRY  
POTTER

GAME OF 
THRONES


